TOWARD THE HEALTHY CHILD

Reactions to the First Orgonomic Conference

By A. E. HAMILTON*

Sheffield, October 1, 1948
Dear G. W.:
1 promised to report to you on the First International Orgonomic Conference. A large order. Here is an atternpt. One must start somewhere, so I will
begin with a diagram on a blackboard. It was a gem of artistt- simplification.
It was a symbol of something deeply significant which I felt that I could
intuitively apprehend, but which I wanted very much to understand. it
seerned to be try ing to say that it solved the long antithesis between mystieism
and science, idealism and materialism, God and the second law of thermodynamics (entropy), by showi?ag that both were functions of the orgone.
When Reich began his exposition of the meaning of the diagram, my
impression was that of a big magician, doing parlor tricks surrounded by a
mate of shiny, sparkhng, glowing, ticking, turning gadgets in a tangle of
insulated wires. He became a profound professor diagraming the nature of
reality, a solemn theologian defending a new conception of Deity, a psychologist anatomizing the ambivalent character structure of Sir Isaac Newton.
The concept of the orgone fiowing into a functional identity of God and
Ether seemed reasonable against the background of Reich's multitude of
facts of experiente: from bis radiating bions to the brilliant blue illumination
inside a vacuum tube. However, I was troubled by the gap between the
poles in his diagram. Like a naughty little boy, I found myself saying:
"So what ?"
This flippant question, from the little devil who has lived with me ali my
life, ahernated with a serious longing for a spark of life between the anode
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and the cathode points in the diagram. I hoped that all this elaborate and
fascinating demonstration of the orgone was a preliminary introduction to
something that wuald touch my Frart (even if my heart were onlv the
functional identity of my syrnpathetic and parasympathetic autonomic
nervous system)—that the diagram would glow, Eike the orgone ia the tuhe.
And as for that lovely blue light ia a glass box: "Very interesting," said I;
but what of it? just a new method of illumination for obsolescent neon
signs on Broadway ? And the demonstrated fact that orgone energy could
turn a motor: "So what? Just a newly discovered form of cosmic energy that
would do what falling watcr does? or gasoline? or volts through a wire?"
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Mote the lecture, I had been watching the orgone dancing its rhythms
across a line of mountain-top through the telescopc, caught it changing its
blue mind for an hour or so and then changing direction from West to East
to East to West (a phenomenon not yet understood, as far as I know)—
and I had accepted Reich's theory of the Ether—from this and fiam his
other observations which can be checked and double-checked by anyone who
will do so. Virhy Michelson and Moreley missed the orgone envelope, or
ether—I can't understand, aithough Reich explained it ia terms of the
measurement of light. I am illiterate in classical physics.
And I kept coming back to energy, but always, as I said at our Neill
seminar, the energy of children, of Wendy, Peter, David, Erica, Zoe—the
cnergy of the healthy child. I hoped that Reich would come around to that.
The lecture doseei with a promise that we should continue next day from
where we had left off—the gap between the electrodes in the diagram still
a vacuum to be filled (fike those on the rabie with "something ia nothing").
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1 went away feeling like a perambulating vacuum myself—an aching,
hungry void wanting to be filled.
Between eventy and thirtv of us filed our of the laboratory, each to meditam on what had happened, ira his own way. 1 as an invetcrate philosopher;
a nurnber as psychiatrists, medicas of various experiente; teachers of children; a confirmed mathematician and some young peopie not yet certain of
their role ia the new field of endeavor that Reich has opened for those who
have eyes to sec and ears to hear. I wisned that I were a medico, as so much
of Reich is for the pathologist. Envied the young, for thcy can begin where
I shall have to leave off. Compromised on being the phiíosopher and teacher
of children that I am--but still wondcring what to do about it.
Next morning I wakened from a troubled sleep, went me to Reich's old
a- ehouse ncar the cabin where he conducted his first orgone experiments
in America and asked the sawdust what, where, and why. The sawdust
answered: "Be yourself, do what you can with whatever of the new revelation you can work with." Unsatisfactory, and a generalization; but I frit
better and retorno:1 to thc laboratory, where Reich was demonstrating his
field meter. We placed our hands over a neon-cube and watched it lurainate
from our individual orgone fields, and watched the same field rnake an
ordinary Mazda bulb glow. ox—"Very interesting": but still, "So what?"
On the laboratory porch, afterwards, Reich fixed me with his piercing eye
and asked: "Well, Mr. Hamilton, what about it? How is it?"—and I told
hirn what I have outlined above.
"And did you hate me?" he said.
"A little, perbaps not enough; I don't seem capable of hating anybody, or
anything very much. You said you were going to follow your lecture with
onc on thc emotional plaque this afternoon. That may wake me up—so far,
even your showing me how my orgone field can make a Geiger-Müller
counter tick, and flash on red lights, and turn the wheel of a dial leaves me
somewhat cold and whispering to myself, 'Very interesting, so what?' I am
still the philosopher, and it was thc philosophers and beggars that the Greeks
used to throw our of their cicies when the enemy threatened!"
"Good, well put, Mr. Hamilton. Will you tell this to our colleagues
tonight?"
"Yes, since you have been looking me in the eye and see that I am taiking
straight, and not iust being a little man putting on airs before a big one."
I walked away, up the hW to the gravite foundations of Reich's coming
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observatory, where he wants to look at possible orgone envelopes around the
;danem., if not the stars thernselves. The obstinate philosopher in me felt as
though he were visiting some Maya rum.; instead çif. the beginning of e
modern scientific laboratory—to deal with cosmic energy from sand to
ncbulae. As though on a trip in Wells"`Time machine," I seerned to see
the place a thousand years from now after a shakíng down by repercussions
from an atom bomb on Bridgeport and the siower, gentia hammerings of
time—and askcd myself again, "So what ?"
Reich's lecture that evening was a fighting talk. He hit with ali his verbal
might against the emotional plague that he has so dramatically describeci

O
for us in his writings. He had to assume that we who had gathered there
knew what he was talking about—especially thc concept of the armoring aí
human beings into fascist personalities. He took for granted that each one of
us, in our own individual ways, knew what we could do to fight the plague.
He hopcd that we would act in accord with our knowledge, by ourselves
and collectively, remembering always that multitude of infanta, children and
adokscents who have been and are the helpless victims of plague-poisoned
power people. (Pardon the alliteration, I didn't mean it, it just carne—and
is exactly what Reich meant, though he didn't put it that way.)
He said that love for our children, ali children was not cnough. Called
upon us to bate those things and even those people who are the enemies of
healthy childhood: and to fight them with ali the guts we have.
Even as a philosopher of thc kind who wcre driven out from Greek
caies as unfit to man the walls, I know that hate (in the sente of healthy
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aggression) is as important, or more so, than lave for man's survival in order
to be able to love. And Reich's symbol changed for me, as I listened, to one
where love and hate represented a functional identity of nrgone energy.
As a philosopher, as you know, I reverse the principie of using facts to
formulate a generalization, and insist that a generalization !man something
vcry specific to me in terras of individuals--especially of individual children.
In my changed symbol, I could feel myself loving Peter and Wendy and
hating Hitler and Hearst. The God concept had turned imo Love, and the
Ether into the energy of Hate—and both to a specific, understandable,
workable purpose.
Workable--work—the word surrounded itself with sparks and got ia
between the electrodes on the diagram. Orgone, through me, a channel for
Love and for Hate, nozzled down to work for the young ones, Still in the
abstract, still in a symbol--but nearer honre—much nearer answering (about
the orgone) the naughty-boy's "So what?"
The discovery of the orgone, 1 found myself meditating, is significam
because Reich made it—not someone else. Perhaps any scientist could have
made it as so many have guessed at it, intuited it, postulated and tried to find
it. The discovery carne through Reich as a scientist interested primarily in
biology, principally in thc biology of humanity and spccifically in the biology
of heaith--bringing to us the burning question: "What is a healthy child?"
That question can be worked on from the dawning understanding of the
differencc between frec-flowing orgone energy, and this energy blocked and
diverted into what Reich fias called "secondary drives." It becomes the 'biological problem of muscular armoring. It brings us work to do in pathology
(dissolving armor), therapy in the clinicai sente, therapy as prophylaxis
and education such as will make no therapy necessary—the g-rowth and
development of the Hcalthy Child.
The philosopher carne away from Reich's second lecture feeling more at
borre in the universe. Gencralizations had begun to crystallize into particu'ars. Symbols took on definitive personal meaning. And, while Reich was
incandescent with bate against the emotional plague, he also radiated a
human warmth that ali of us feit who listened to his words.
Reich the scientist, discoverer, inventor; the professor at a hlackboard becarne both a fighting physician and a daddy who loved his children. As a
physician, he called upon us to join banir with him against the pingue that
makes our world a desperately hostile place for a child to be holm in and try
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to grow into healthy maturity. As a father, he wanted us to go with him
acros the new fronfier in education for our children, ali children everywhere.
The diagram of God-Ether, which I had modificci into Love-bate becarne
personalized into the channcling of orgone cnergy through me, through ali
of us, into a running fight against the encmies of childhood and into a helping hand for those young people who need it and come to us for leve and
guidance on (latir way. While, as a rnild philosopher, t had out the word
wokk between the potes of my diagram, 1 now felt like repiacing it with
How. Maybe I would become an anomaly—a fighting pbilosopher, one who
would not be thrown out, with the beggars, froco the city when the battle
got too hotl
When 1 got down the steep trail that winds down to Reich's cabia, 1 went
out again to the old icehouse and asked the oracle of sawdust: "What can
1 best do about all this with my capacities and the energy Reich liberated
within me through his thcrapy of years ago?"
This was a criticai personal question because it involved a transfer of my
practice of biotherapy from the city to the country. I was beginning to take
root in concrete and had a hunch that it were better to transplant carly into
the good earth. I felt that it were better if children carne to me into their
hcritage of gral:. and trees, running water and irradiating sunlight than for
me to go to them in their forest of brick and mortar and steel.
On this afternoon of the second Reich lecture, I had watched four relatively
healthy children and one who was emotionally sick playing together in the
cedar-sprinkled meadows bclow the laboratory. (I say relatively. for it may
not be possible to bear and bring up a truly healthy child in a sick world
and we should assume a framework of relativiry to avoid overoptimism.)
children had parents who became acquainted with
The relatively
Reich's principies of reasonable self-regulation before the young people were
bota, and who were practicing them as best they knew how. The sick íittle
girl was the victim of ignorante, of traditional mis-training: of the plaque.
None of the children had been brought up in the country, so that "the good
earth" is no panacea for the ilis of childhood, nos even essential to a relatively
healthy upbringing.
However, I felt that the sort of environment we are making for children
here at the Farra would supplement in many ways not possible in the city
whatever we might dú by way ef thera ry as prophylakis, as early prevention
of neurotic armoring. I recilled that I had said to you and to our Neill semi-
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nar here under the maplcs, that I felt Reich's great, immediate contribution
to all of us who deal with children, is his concept and experiential proof of
this armcning, together with his revelation of how ir can be dissolved—and,
best of all—prevented. So, when I talked it over with the sawdust, and asked
if I should start burning bridges right away, bring my work almost entirely
to this big old house and its surrounding ~xis and fields, the answer was
ris; and so it shall be.
1 carne away from the Congress a few davs !ater with no echoes of the
devilkin's "So what?" From the background of field meters, orgone accumulatam, microscopes, Geiger-Müller counters, telescope and blue illumination
in vacuo there had emerged and clarified what to me was the rneaning and
core of ali that we had been doing together, each one our particular work
toward the goal of the healthy child, of healthy children—the only hope for
a bealthy, friendly world. Better still, 1 have found myself actually working
more effeetively, with clearer vision and straighter purpose for having gone
through the questioning and answering that the conferente, and particularly
Reich's two lectures, made me face and act upon.
So--this is no detailed report about happenings but 1 feel that yor•'d rather
have it this way—what? When you bring David up to see the gold of maple
and red of oak and crimson of sumac against the orgone-biue sky—and may
it be soon—we'll chat about other phases of the Congress.
A. E. H.

Study the movement of the earth, the movement of winds and waves—
and then study the movements of a child. You svill find that the movement of all natural things works itt their harmonious expression. And Mis
is true in the first years of a child's Life; but 1,
ery soou Me movernent is
imposed from unthov: by wrong theories of education, and the child
soou leses its natural spontancous life, and its power of expressing Mas

in movernent.—Isadora Duncan.
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